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B-Roll of Elliot Fry
Kicking in the
USC-Vanderbilt Game

(Announcer)”From 55 yards
away. All-SEC selection,
Elliot Fry. Up in the
air...and deep into the
night, good”

0.160.21

B-Roll/Medium shot/

V/O “Coming off a season of
not making the playoffs,
the football team brought
in Elliot Fry, former USC
legendary kicker-”

0.21-24

B-Roll/Medium
shot/Behind Fry a
 s he
kicks a 45 yard f
 ield
goal

V/O “-to help the Cavs
special teams.”
Nat Sound- Football being
kicked

0.24-0.2
6

Interview/ Elliott Fry

Fry- “I’m the Co-special
teams-

0.26 0.29

B-roll/Wide shot/ Behind
Goal post towards kicker
and Fry as the kicker
strikes the ball

“- coordinator for the
football team. To come o
 ut
and run special teams, y
 ou
know, is really fun to d
 o-”

0.29 0.35

Interview/

“-it’s fun to get involved,
and it’s something I can do
pretty easily still being
in class.”

0.35 0.38

B-roll/ Wide shot/ Fry
stands beside the Kicker
as he hits the ball and
the both look up
tracking the ball.

V/O “Players are eager to
learn from the former
Gamecock.”
Nat SoundThe ball smacks against the
foot of the Kicker

0.38 0.41

Interview/ Selvin
Recinos

Recinos- “ I like he’s an
improvement because he
teaches-

0.41 0.44

B-roll/ Medium shot/
Recinos kicks the ball
as Fry and another team
member spectate from his
side.

“-not just me, but the
whole team, and like-”
Nat SoundThe ball smacks against the
foot of the Kicker

0.44 0.48

B-Roll/ Extra Wide shot/

“- tells us how to do
better things and stuff. He
taught me how to do
everything, literally-”

0.48 0.49

Interview/ Selvin
Recinos

“- Steps, everything.”

0.49 0.51

B-roll/ Medium shot/
Recinos swings his
momentum towards his
right as he hits the
ball with Fry coaching
him.

V/O “Fry’s time at RNE, may
be limited-

0.51 0.54

B-Roll/ Wide shot/
Behind Recinos and Fry,
as Recinos hits the ball
and they watch as it
goes between the post.

“- a
 s prospect of the NFL
or t
 he career world-”

0.54 0.56

B-Roll/ Wide shot/
Behind Fry as he kicks
the ball off the tee
towards the players in
the background.

“- knock on his door.”
Nat SoundA whistle blows, the
connection of the hit makes
a blunt crack.

0.56 0.57

Interview/ Elliott Fry

Fry- “you know, I
 ’m
definitely- I’m s
 till
trying-

0.57 1.00

B-Roll/ Medium Shot/ Fry
motions a simulated
swing to instruct
Recinos as he copies
Fry’s movements

“- to make it to the NFL.-”

1.00 1.05

Interview/ Elliott Fry

“- If that doesn’t pan out,
I’ll probably just get a
job in corporate America,

man.”
1.05 1.08

B-Roll/ Medium Shot/
Recinos stands behind
and looks on as Fry hits
the ball out of the
frame

V0 “Regardless of Fry’s
future here, his impact at
RNE-”
Nat SoundThe ball makes a clap as
Fry makes impact

1.08 1.11

B-Roll/ Wide Shot/ Fry
instructs Recinos as he
motions a swing of his
leg

“- is clear. A
 s seen by the
final second w
 in against
Airport High s
 chool,-”

1.11 1.17

B-Roll/ / Players
Surround Recinos in a
practice setting as the
ball is snapped into
play and Recinos hits
the ball out of the
frame.

“- A few weeks ago.
Reporting for RNE-TV Live…
I’m Caleb Daniels.”
Nat soundThe football being hit,
Players applaud the
successful kick

https://youtu.be/LrcoJj_wRZc

